The problem of solving real polynomial equations long fascinated people. Starting with a finite number of points on the real line one can get many complicated spaces as zero sets of polynomials. For example every closed P.L. manifold occurs as an algebraic set [3]. The main goal of understanding the topology of algebraic sets is to topologically characterize the image of the forgetful functor {Algebraic sets} -» {Topological spaces}.
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After inspecting many such examples one begins to see the emergence of a beautiful topological structure on algebraic sets, namely, smooth manifolds glued by special fold-maps! Hence the goal is to show that all algebraic sets are characterized by such structures. Even though (5) doesn't seem to be a topological condition, actually it is; it just says that the maps p j{ are allowed to have only fold-like singularities. Now we will call a topological resolution tower <F = {V i9 Vj i9 pj { } an algebraic resolution tower if each V { is a nonsingular algebraic set, the Vji are unions of nonsignular algebraic sets in general position, and the pji : Vji -> Vj are entire rational functions. We call the identification space where y and f are realization maps SF -» \8F\, and z 9 z are the natural forgetful maps. The main result of [6] says that 7-is onto, f is onto by definition. To be precise, z is not a well defined map but z or is defined; since 7* is onto, we loosely talk about z. Hence showing that z' is onto would slove the main problem of topologically characterizing algebraic sets, i.e., it would make z onto. We want to emphasize that the surjectivity of 7-reduces the understanding of singular algebraic sets to the understanding on nonsingular algebraic sets. Philosophically the above diagram should be seen as relating algebraic geometry to topology as follows. To prove that r' is onto, one has to show that any topological resolution tower SF = {V i9 V H , p j{ } comes from an algebraic resolution tower. By [2] the V { can be made nonsingular algebraic sets so that the V j{ a V { are all nonsingular algebraic subsets for y = 0, 1, 2, ..., / -1. The difficulty is to make the maps p Jt -: Vj t --> Vj rational maps. This problem runs into obstructions, if to begin with, one has not chosen "correct" algebraic structure on the V/s. This obstruction arises when the chosen algebraic structure on V t -does not possess enough algebraic subsets to generate all the Z 2 -homology of V { . Therefore we can only show that %' is onto up to dimension 6. But we believe that r' is onto in general.
Algebraic Geometry Topology
Sullivan [8] observed that any algebraic set has to be an Euler space (i.e., a smooth stratified space such that the link of each stratum has even Euler characteristic). In general, starting with a Thom-stratified Euler space X of dimension n, one can form an obstruction theory to decide whether X lies in the image of x". First by enlarging the stratification we can assume that each /-dimensional stratum X t -has a trivial normal bundle in X. (X { can be empty). X = (J?= 0^ an d for non-empty strata we have X t a Xj if / < j. Assume that the complement of X k has a realization of a topological tower structure. Then the link Tm-k-i of each component of X k has this structure. Let 7j t -denote the /-dimensional cobordism group of realizations of topological resolution towers, defined in the obvious way. Then the induced elements [E»-*-i] G Vn-k-i are tne obstructions to extending the structure to the complement of X k _ x . This is not obvious; it follows from the nontrivial fact that E w _ ft _i bounds if and only if cone (2»HML) has this structure. If one is willing to change the stratification of X in order to put in these structures, then one gets homology obstructions (following [9]). We hope to make these more precise in a future paper. For example in dimension 3 the only obstructions are the obstructions to extending the structure to the vertices of X 3 . 
